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Mission Statement

Mission Statement

BERG Toys South Africa cc wants to encourage as many children as possible to play
together in a creative and active way again and to embrace our natural good weather
and sunny approach to life (…like when we were children !). Our educational pedal gokarts will provide great adventures and hours of healthy activity.

Berg Toys offer children a wide range of toys.
1. Pedal go-karts – pure fun
!
2. Leisure – for professional playing !
3. MOOV – educational and school
4. Trampolines – super strong !

Background
South Africa, the sport nation of the world, has bred people with an affinity
for the outdoor and therefore parents and educators strive to develop
children to embrace same concepts and values. For this reason the South
African parent will spare no money to ensure the good and healthy
development of their children, their most valuable possessions. South
African parenthood however seeks durability and long levity from any
product purchased and will not blink an eye to spend more on the correct
product to ensure that it will benefit their offspring.
The fast growing educational and outdoor toy market in South Africa
has therefore created an ideal opportunity for the introduction of a world
renowned brand: Berg Toys - currently lacking in this lucrative market.
Our market mainly offers either computer /TV game based games
(“couch potatoes development”) or cheap disposable imports. Parents
should encourage their children to do fun outside activities and
unknowingly develop their love for the outdoors and its physical nature.
Berg Pedal Go-Karts will ensure a high quality and durable product that will
exactly meet these needs of the discerning South African parent at a price
that will fit their pocket. More than 25 years ago, Henk Van Den Berg,
Holland built his own go-kart in the barn of his parents` farm. He and his
friends had one adventure after the other. Many children loved his go-kart
and wanted one for themselves. So he built a couple more… that’s how
Berg Toys started.
And now, 25 years down the line, Berg Toys has become the ultimate gokart expert. Their go-karts, in all shapes and sizes, are sold in more than
40 countries: From Australia to America, from Europe to South Africa:
children around the world have so much fun with their products, day in day out. The quality of Berg Toys is praised world-wide. We feel privileged
to offer these karts for the first time in our sunny South Africa!
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Why a BERG ?
A pedal go-kart is an excellent way to develop spatial awareness, co-ordination and
physical strength in a child. Children must learn to judge obstacles in their way and how to
navigate around them. They learn how to perform two tasks at once, steering and pedalling,
while still being aware of their surroundings. And of course, all that pedalling helps develop
their cardiovascular endurance, and develops their leg muscles and sharpen their reflexes.

Having Fun
Not only children will have fun with pedal go-karts ! The Brazilian Josè Geraldo de Souza
Castro drove for example in June 2010 from Paris, France to Johannesburg’s Soccer City – a
distance of 17 000 km in a “off-road Berg X-Plorer to watch the soccer final between Brazil
and Chile!
See extract of article below on page 5 and www.bergtoys.com

Safety
Regardless if you’re an adult or a child, safety while using a pedal go kart is paramount.
Helmets are recommended for all children, as close contact with other drivers and go karts
are possible.
So whether you want to purchase one for your family, friends or just have a little family fun,
pedal go karts are the way to go.
A pedal go kart makes a fantastic gift for a child of any age and not just for birthdays or at
Christmas but at any time of the year. Pedal go-karts have been a favoured toy for decades
with the first designs dating back to more than a century ago. Fast forward to today and we
know that they are still a popular choice amongst children. Suitable for ages 3 – 99 !

Ferrari FXX

Berg Buddy

Jeep Wrangler
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John Deere BF-3

John Deere BF-3

JeepGT
Wrangler
Racing
X- treme

Racing GTX-treme

John Deere
Buddy
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Claas BF-3

Extra AF Sport

Roxy

Jeep Junior

“Longest trip to Soccer World Cup
“ BERG Toys took the now 52-year-old , José Geraldo de Souza Castro through 22 European and African countries. On his 17 000
km journey, Pedal Joe conquered virtually impassable roads and was exposed to extreme circumstances with very high and low
temperatures. Pedal Joe arrived with tears in his eyes;

Roxy

“These aren‟t tears of sadness, but of joy. What a fantastic journey, full of success, but also misfortune. A journey I will never forget.
I, and my loyal companion „the BERG off-road pedal go-kart‟, received a warm welcome and the most fantastic response in every
country. I‟ll never forget this!”
At BERG we’re very proud, his BERG pedal go-kart and trailer took him where we wanted: from Paris to Johannesburg regardless of
the circumstances. To us, this is the ultimate user test. The BERG Toys pedal go-kart and trailer passed this test with flying colours

Berg X-Plorer
X-treme

Wagon

Accessories………… and much more !

Passenger
seat

Our pedal go-karts are almost indestructible. They will last and last….
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Variety Tippers
and Trailers
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BERG Service and Warranty
Quality outdoor toys
The quality of our toys is top notch. Our products are tested for safety by independent testing
institutes in Europe, such as TÜV and SGS. This is why all BERG go-karts have the CE quality mark
for safe toys and meet the strict TÜV standards. Furthermore, we are known for our service. Our
spare parts, for example, will still be available five years after purchase.
We know that our products are not the cheapest, but the sturdiness and durability of our toys are
at an uncommonly high level. Their lifespan - even with intense use - is approximately 10 years.
That makes their cost per year quite low.
Also take into account that our products require minimum maintenance and therefore, can be used
every day. Furthermore, the products from our range of leisure products are extra reinforced
and can be used by nearly all age groups. That means we can offer our clients endless fun!
We offer our clients the safest and nicest toys with our go-karts, trampolines and other rolling
products for recreational use. Kids have a lot of fun by playing together. And their parents? They
enjoy it too or participate in it! Their enjoyment translates into higher sales and larger profit for
you. BERG Toys is the pre-eminent specialist for the professional recreation sector. Therefore, we
can advise you about applying the proper toys and show you examples of solutions that were
worth every penny of investment.

Monaco AF
Professional

Sun-breeze AF
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Safari AF Professional

Freestyler 2WD

Sun-Beam

BikyBoy

BikyGirl

Accessories for our range of
recreational products
BERG Toys has several accessories
with which you can highlight your
activities using your go-karts and
other toys; for example, baggage
boxes, sun roofs, bumpers and flags
as well as additional passenger seats
and approved baby chairs, providing
still more fun for your clients and more
sales opportunities for you!
Berg STEP
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The Clipper is designed for the leisure market and therefore designed for heavy usage and exceedingly strong.
Thanks to the well chosen rack, it pedals light and has a freewheel function. Big guys fit on the Clipper, as it has
not less than 6 different seat positions.
Sunroof for Clipper and Wagon

Clipper

WAGONS for the Clipper, so... add two
extra persons to the “train”.

The LUGGAGE BOX can be
attached on the back of
Clipper...for bags, tools,
picnic baskets or anything
nice !

Joyride with
Mom…isn`this

cool !!

GranTour
“Family Bike”
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Awards:
2009: Overall Winner in the Good Toys Award
2008: Highly commended award winner:
Construction category for Right Start Best Toy
2008: Red Dot Design Honourable mention
2008: Toy of the Year Award
Educational values of MOOV
Physical skills:

Build your own wooden toy
in a jiffy and ride it !
Played enough ?
Take the toy apart and
build something new – using
your fantasy and your own
hands !

Motor skills, balance & coordination

Technical skills: Invent own creations & mathematical skills
Creative skills:

Stimulation of imagination & solve problems

Social &
emotional skills: Play and team building,
sense of achievement,
builds self-esteem.

.

Starter kit:
3 models and more…
Advanced kit: 7 models and more…
Street kit:
10 models and more...
Separate components available.

Indestructible trampolines
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The best trampolines for professional
Indestructable trampolines
The best trampolines for professional and intensive use. Extra safe and durable due to a protective
rim made of high-quality material, a rustproof frame and Goldspring quality springs. Our trampolines
are approved by TÜV and AIB Vincotte.
Super strong, super safe.

BERG Elite
The protective edge is made of extremely high-quality material,
as much as 40 cm wide and 30 mm thick!
The frame of the BERG Elite is galvanised on the inside and
it rustproof. The springs are attached to the jumping
hooks and secured by a full 8 rows of stitching.

out to make
mat by triangular

Goldspring
BERG Toys has developed a unique spring, the goldspring.
It enables jumping energy to be built up gradually so that the
forces on the body are gentler. This means you can jump higher,
more comfortably and more safely.
Guarantee periods:
Trampoline frame: 10 years;
protective edge and jumping mat: 5 years; springs: 5 years

BERG Champion 430
BERG Champion

In addition to being extra wide, the BERG Champion edge cover is
also extra thick. This gives greater protection. The springs are
attached to the jumping mat by triangular hooks and secured by a
full 8 rows of stitching. The frame is galvanised on the inside and
out to make it rustproof.

Goldspring
BERG Toys has developed a unique spring, the goldspring. It enables
jumping energy to be built up gradually so that the forces on the body
are gentler. This means you can jump higher, more comfortably and
more safely.
Guarantee periods:
Trampoline frame: 10 years;
protective edge and jumping mat: 2 years; springs: 5 years
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BERG Favorit
The BERG Favorit has a wide protective edge so that the
springs are safely covered. The material is bisonyl, which
guarantees years of fun. The springs are attached to the
jumping mat by triangular hooks and secured by a full 8
rows of stitching. The frame is galvanised on the inside and
out to make it rustproof. All these features make our
trampolines extra durable.
Guarantee periods:
Trampoline frame: 5 years; protective edge, jumping mat
and springs: 2 years.

BERG Eazystore
This trampoline can fit in almost every garden and is quick and
assemble. The BERG Eazystore is extra safe thanks
quality, wide protective edge, which safely covers
springs are attached to the jumping mat by
by a full 8 rows of stitching.
and out to make it rustproof.
Guarantee periods:
Trampoline frame: 5 years;
edge and jumping mat: 2 years; springs: 5 years

simple to
to the highthe springs. The
triangular hooks and secured
The frame is galvanised on the inside

protective

BERG Tattoo C 43
The world's first trampoline with a unique game (TATTOO)
jump mat.

on the

BERG InGround 430
The InGround trampoline offers a
unique and patented solution for
people who want to install the
trampoline out of sight as much as
possible. You can integrate your
trampoline into your garden in a neat,
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ultra-simple and safe manner.

You can find our pedal go karts at holiday resorts, fun parks, carnivals, campgrounds
and rental pools, in fact…everywhere on earth !

Ratanga Junction, Cape Town
.

Fundraising, Van Riebeeckstrand Primary,Melkbosstrand

Helderberg Wine Estate

Stellenbosch
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Santa with Safari pedal go-kart and Tipper trailer –giving presents –Klipheuwel squatter camp 2010

Managing Director
Martie Marais

082 899 2221

Directors
Welmar O`Reilly

082 928 3100

Ernst Marais

082 8474 727

Cèlia O`Reilly

084 955 3254

Office:

 (021) 553 4132
F:

08666 394 66

 19 Periwinkle Lane, Atlantic Beach Golf Estate, Melkbosstrand 7441
P O Box 2897 Cape Town 8000
info@pedalgokarts.co.za

Dealers
Gauteng:

Johannesburg Koos Botha

083 304 1704

jjcbotha@vodamail.co.za

Limpopo:

Polokwane

Barry Viljoen

082 553 5777

pleasureb4work@gmail.com

Shabbir Osman

083 3253 438

shabbir@eca.co.za

082 952 0982

ipsmit@webmail.co.za

082 573 5355

marlene.prinsloo@gmail.com

Western Cape Oudtshoorn George Müller

072 784 6732

info@wilgewandel.co.za

Western Cape Wellington

078 319 8885

bruwermos@gmail.com

Kwa Zulu Natal: Durban

Western Cape Stellenbosch I P Smit

Agents
Western Cape Langebaan

Marlene Prinsloo

Bruwer Mostert

www.pedalgokarts.co.za
www.bergtoys.com
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